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Spectre.ai is one of a range of decentralised 
applications that uses the global, decentralised and 
autonomous liquidity pool (DALP).  Spectre.ai was 
created with the vision to allow for fraud-free and 
broker-free retail trading around the world* using 
globally recognised blockchains such as Ethereum 
and smart contracts.

* excluding restricted countries which are  USA, Costa 
Rica, BVI, Caymans, Cyprus, Iran, Venezuela, Syria, 
Somalia, North Korea, Yemen, Iraq, Puerto Rico, 
American Samoa, Guam, Northern Mariana Islands, US 
Virgin Islands.  

Introduction

For investments, we have two ERC-20 tokens in order to be compliant with ever-changing regulations and cater to 
different types of investors.  During the initial capitalisation event in 2017, these tokens funded the liquidity pool of 
the Spectre.ai platform, thus making the pool decentralised and wholly owned by token holders.
The two tokens are:

Tokens

Disclaimer: The contents of this media pack are for educational
 purposes only and do not constitute investment advice.

Spectre.ai is strictly closed to U.S. citizens.

SXDT SXUT
known as the D-token, this is a reward token.

Total supply: 140 million (82 million circulating)
known as the U-token, short for utility.

Total supply: 43 million (25 million circulating)
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         SXDT Token                         Tokens
Our first token, SXDT, is a reward token.  SPECTRE pays out “normal” rewards and “special” rewards to SXDT-token 
holders, based on profits from the SPECTRE platform (it is important to note also that an ever-growing range of products 
feeding directly to the liquidity pool will also pay out to SXDT token holders.  This will be explained in more detail later).

Normal rewards are paid as a 2% volume fee on ALL trader's trades placed on the platform, whether they are wins or 
losses, typically at the end of each week. Whether trades are generated on SPECTRE or other products connected to 
the liquidity pool is not relevant from the token holder's perspective. The more trades that are taken across the entire 
ecosystem, the more rewards that are paid out. So, a growing number of users on the platform (either directly on 
SPECTRE or other integrated products) mathematically translate to higher volumes traded, resulting in perpetual 
growth in rewards to token holders. 

Special rewards, however, are paid out at the end of the year and only occur if the liquidity pool has grown above a 
predetermined threshold.

To claim these rewards, after KYC, SXDT token holders log on to the SPECTRE Rewards Portal (see page 4 for more 
information).  Eventually, these rewards will be paid out directly to a token holder's Ethereum wallet automatically 
without any need for logging onto the portal.

It is important to remember that, as with any investment, there is always a risk of loss and no guarantee of earnings.  

Privilege Cost ($) Number of tokens required

Up to 10% higher payouts $400.00 3876

+10 FX pairs unlock $50.00 485

+10 Crypto pairs unlock $100.00 969

Jumbo trade size unlock $500.00 4846

Exotic expiries $50.00 485

Spectre Financial Academy - Training $300.00 2907

         SXUT Token                      

Disclaimer: The contents of this media pack are for educational purposes only and do not constitute investment advice.

Our second token, SXUT, is a utility token.  This token does not pay financial rewards.  However, it gives vital in-
platform privileges to traders which increases their chances of capital gain through time. These privileges include: 

Other privileges may be added in due course.  The cost of privileges is denominated in SXUT tokens and the Spectre.ai platform will ping your registered ERC20 wallet 

address to determine if you hold enough quantities in order to unlock and keep the privileges unlocked. You do not need to spend tokens, just hold in order to unlock.  The 

cost of privileges is pegged to the dollar value of said privileges as shown in column 2 and as such if SXUT prices on exchanges fluctuate, so will the level of SXUT quantity 

required to unlock and keep unlocked the privileges.

For SXUT token holders it also includes participation in the token buyback scheme (SPECTRE will use 3% of fees 
created on the platform to buy back tokens, thus reducing the supply over time).  Some will also be cancelled.

Please note, neither SXDT or SXUT tokens carry voting rights or equity ownership in the parent company. 
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Buying and Selling Tokens

To invest, SXDT and SXUT tokens can currently be 
purchased from the following exchanges, and 
there is no minimum amount, so you can buy as 
little as one token if you wish. :

Bibox (SXUT)
EtherDelta (SXUT and SXDT)
ForkDelta (SXUT and SXDT)
IDEX (SXUT)

Investing

However, in Q2 2020 we will be launching our own fully regulated exchange to 
make the process of buying and selling both SXDT and SXUT easier, quicker and 
safer.   SPECTRE EXCHANGE (SpecEx) will feature some exciting additional 
features: 

Competitive fees
Secure trading environment
Customizable platform
Regulated by two licenses
Fiat integration
Zero bots, so no manipulation whatsoever
Full KYC

Later in the year we hope to include additional trading pairs.  Fees from each trade will go directly to the DALP and to 
SXDT holders.

Disclaimer: The contents of this media pack are for educational purposes only and do not constitute investment advice. 4
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Claiming Rewards

To claim their rewards, investors (SXDT token holders) 
use our rewards portal at https://rewards.spectre.ai/.

The portal is open except to any restricted regions 
(which includes citizens of the U.S.A). Users are guided 
through a short process when registering, including 
KYC. KYC is automated unless any discrepancies are 
found; if this is the case, it can take up to 2 business 
days to be approved by our legal team. Once 
completed investors may withdraw their rewards on 
an ongoing basis, every week. For gas cost efficiency, 
we urge withdrawals every month, or longer.  Users 
must pull their ETH rewards within 3 years of them 
being issued otherwise they may be withdrawn from 
SPECTRE and sent to charity.

The very first reward of 370.8 ETH (c. $254,000) was 
made available to SXDT holders at the end of April 
2018. Of that amount, 6.1 ETH was from trading 
volumes generated by traders in Spectre's first test-

thmonth (up to April 25 ), and the remainder 364.7 ETH, 
from the DALP based passive proprietary participation 
in the wider markets.

Since then, new rewards based on the trading volume 
are issued every Sunday around 12pm (noon) - 
1.00pm GMT.

In totality for the year ended March 2019, we paid a 
reward excluding special dividends of c.$500,000 and 
a special dividend of over $20,000; so $ total rewards 
per SXDT token of .0037-.0042. At current market 
capitalisation levels, this offers a token-yield of 
between 1.7% and 2.0%, comfortably above the 1.2% 
the software-tech sector currently yields.

In comparison to the original guidance issued at the 
end of 2017, when Ethereum prices were c. $700-
1,000 and in bull-market territory, the group is likely 
come in around 130-170% above it's 'Bear Case' 
scenario in the forecasts, however, below its 'Base 
Case' scenario by around 85% for the first year of 
operations.

Please note, the current version of the rewards portal 
has full support for Metamask withdrawals (which 
supports ERC20 compatible wallets and wallets 
created in MEW)  hardware wallet Ledger, and Trezor.  
Other wallets will be added in due course.

For local tax considerations, all SXDT rewards are 
distributed gross but investors are required to report 
these as capital gains to your local tax authority, in 
order to ensure you are compliant. We will be making 
available a reward-tax-receipt, in the rewards portal, 
for your end-of-year filing purposes.

Disclaimer: The contents of this media pack are for educational purposes only and do not constitute investment advice. 5
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The blockchain market in the last couple of years or so has been volatile enough to cause serious unease among even 
the most fervent of crypto enthusiasts. Throughout 2018, the price of Ethereum slumped by more than 80%, down to 
a yearly low of $85 USD (a far cry from its all-time high of $1,448 in January 2018), and in 2019 it only managed to 
peak at just over $300 in July.  At the time of writing, in Janaury 2020, it is hovering either side of $150.

In addition to that, most companies that completed their token sales around our date are down anywhere from 50% to 
95% with many high-profile ones winding down. There has been a large number of scam or scam-like projects, a fall in 
returns for token sale participants, an increasing lack of transparency among ICO projects, plus of course the overall 
market downtrend.

To reflect this decline, at the end of Q3 we revised guidance down and are happy to report that our end of Y1 results 
fall within this guidance. As previously reported, the group continues to grow and has made major strategic strides 
with regards to hiring key personnel from major competitors, progress with the necessary expansion into both full-
fiat-based trading and full-fledged API connectivity and the full release of the group’s gaming platform, Betverse.

At the time of writing in January 2020, our two ERC-20 tokens sit at $0.195 (SXDT) and $0.072 (SXUT). During our 
initial capitalisation event in 2017, these tokens funded the liquidity pool by selling at an average of $0.13. Total 
supply of SXDT is 140 million (with 82 million circulating), and of SXUT is 43 million (with 25 million circulating). 

At the time of writing, the tokens are either above issuance price (in the case of our rewards token, SXDT) or slightly 
below (when looking at our utility token), in a market that is between 70–90% down across the board since the start 
of 2018.  This confirms an extremely positive first year for Spectre, despite ongoing tumult in both Ethereum prices 
and the blockchain sector in general.

Year 1 Results

Q1 April-June 

2018

Q2 July-Sept 

2018

Q3 Oct-Dec 

2018

Q4 Jan-Mar 

2019

Actual number of total traders by end of quarter 733 1,099 1347 2,033

Actual number of traders within individual quarter 733 670 545 943

Actual number of total registra�ons by end of quarter 6,102 11,497 14,518 19,092

Actual number of registra�ons within individual quarter 6,102 5,395 3,021 4,574

Total volume traded since launch by end of quarter ($) 790,403 2,185,290 4,244,629 6,061,953

Total volume traded within individual quarter ($) 790,403 1,394,887 2,059,339 1,817,324

Number of regular accounts since launch 725 1089 1336 2,017

Number of wallet accounts since launch 20 27 33 36

Spectre.ai is strictly closed to U.S. citizens.



We are always looking for Investors and are happy to engage in discussion with any serious investor who 
recognises the potential opportunities in our project.  Whether Angel, Corporate, Family Office, Fund, Institutional, 
Private Equity, VC, etc., please reach out to our Investor Relations Team at to book a call.ir@spectre.ai 
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Join us on our journey                         

Why invest in Spectre.ai?                      

• Our tokens have dramatically outperformed the underlying market (which is down anywhere for 70% to 90%).

• Our SXDT token is up and our SXUT token is down just 20%.  

• As previously noted, at current market capitalisation levels our SXDT tokens have a token-yield between 1.7% and 
2.0% (comfortably above the 1.2% the software tech sector currently yields)

• For calendar year 2018, the group has come in around 22% below the planned budget, owing to tight cost control 
(unlike many other projects who over-spend resulting in an excessive waste of money).

• Realistic goals to get token prices up in the coming year, is to pay more rewards.  To do this, volumes need to be 
increased, and to for this we need more traction/more usage.  To achieve this, product development is key.

• Considerable progress has been made with product development, and  year 2 (April 2019 to March 2020) sees 
things continue to scale things up considerably.  

• In an industry where there are currently lots of fails, including some respectable wind-downs, our growth stands 
out among the crowd.  Blockchain adoption is not happening as people had expected, and so it essential is adapt 
and this is why we are, as a priority, re-engineering the Spectre platform for the fiat world.
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Coming in 2020 (in development)

     BETVERSE

n Open beta 
n Full-fiat 
n Mobile App 
n API
n Betverse AI 
n Game onboarding (ongoing)
n Developer outreach (ongoing)

     SPECTRE EXCHANGE

n Exchange beta 
n OTC area 
n Foreign token listings 
n Security Token Offerings 

     SPECTRE

n Mobile App 
n API 
n Whitelabels
n Spectre Academy
n Stocks 
n CFDs 
n Indices, Bonds & ICOs 

Spectre.ai is strictly closed to U.S. citizens.
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SXDT

DALP
Decentralised and autonomous liquidity pool

As referenced earlier, benefits from token holders are gained not just from the SPECTRE trading platform itself, but 
from other integrated products, including Betverse and SpecEx, all feeding directly to the liquidity pool (DALP).

D-Token holders: The more trades that are taken across the entire ecosystem, the more rewards that are paid out. So, 
a growing number of users on the platform (either directly on SPECTRE or other integrated products) mathematically 
translate to higher volumes traded, resulting in perpetual growth in rewards to D-token holders.

U-Token holders: Benefits and privileges will be unlocked across the entire spectrum of products, unlocking significant 
advantages for U-token holders.

SXUT

Spectre and
Betverse are
fully licensed
and regulated

Disclaimer: The contents of this media pack are for educational
 purposes only and do not constitute investment advice.
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Earn and play at the same time

Developed by Spectre.ai, Betverse is an online skills-based betting website –  - where users can bet www.betverse.io
real money on themselves in a range of popular mini, indie and big league games and earn as they play, level by level 
or against their friends.  

Betverse is the world's first online gaming community where the better you are, the more you earn. 

Betverse makes things interesting for users by allowing them the chance to make a living just by playing games. 
Users can make anywhere from 1-1000% return, depending on the difficulty of the game. So, in other words, gamers 
will get paid to win at their favourite games.

Additionally, Betverse is unique in that users can also challenge their friends with customisable peer-to-peer (P2P) 
and team betting, or they can bet against the liquidity pool, on reaching certain milestones and levels.  The creation of 
custom smart contracts enables gamers to create a set of conditional variables to be agreed upon by their opponent, 
and it is this that means individuals can place bets against one another on all past, current, and future major gaming 
titles.

Peer-to-Peer betting, or social gaming, is a relatively new – but huge - approach to gaming and has taken the 
industry by storm.  It opens up the door for players to bet against each other rather than “the house”, offering more 
excitement, risk and commitment to players. This feature will enable players to find their niche inside Betverse and is 
likely to see massive growth of the platform in the coming year.

Disclaimer: The contents of this media pack are for educational purposes only and do not constitute investment advice. 10
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Here are just a couple of the strategic partnerships SPECTRE.AI has formed in the first year.  Many more will follow 
in due course.

Partnerships

Kryll.io is an automated-strategy based cryptocurrency 
trading platform. Kryll.io allows traders to visually 
assemble trading strategies and auto-execute them on 
leading crypto-currency exchanges. As they do not 
offer Digital Contracts, they will act as a customer 
acquisition partner for SPECTRE.AI funnelling those 
who wish to trade said contracts over to us.  The SXUT 
utility token will unlock the free-use of Kryll's strategy 
editor which SPECTRE.AI's traders can use to trade a 
range of automated trading strategies on any of the 
world's leading cryptocurrency exchanges and, in due 
course, the DALP.

Signals Network is building an algorithmic intelligence 
upon crypto exchanges. They aim to disrupt the crypto 
trading industry by lowering the barrier to creating 
algorithmic trading strategies (without the need for 
programming skills) by empowering users with smart 
tools for creating automated trading strategies. Signals 
Network is an algorithmic playground for those who 
want to experiment with different trading models and 
machine learning techniques, as well as building and 
optimizing strategies and sharing them with others. 
Signals Network will encourage their users to trade on 
the SPECTRE.AI trading platform.

Disclaimer: The contents of this media pack are for educational purposes only and do not constitute investment advice. 11
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Summary
n A rewards token (SXDT) that pays out dividends when users place trades.
n A utility token (SXUT) that offers numerous special privileges.
n ERC-20 tokens on the Ethereum blockchain.
n Tokens can be traded on several exchanges so can be held by anyone.  This soon to include our own decentralised 

exchange.
n Growth of users on SPECTRE.AI or other integrated products mathematically translate to higher volumes traded, 

resulting in perpetual growth in rewards to D-token holders.
n Created by the same team behind Neuchatel Ltd., who have solid experience with technology and education in the 

online trading world.
n A highly-experienced team with a mix of industry veterans and experienced developers.
n A solid 3-year roadmap with realistic timelines.

And with regards to the SPECTRE trading platform itself:

n An ambitious platform which disrupts the traditional broker trading model and eliminates fraud and market 
manipulation.

n Unlimited free demo account for those who wish to gain experience in online trading.
n Clean, simple and easy to use user interface.
n Trader protection algorithms assisting with emotion control, risk management and the ability to track a user's 

stats (monitoring strengths and weaknesses) over time.
n Fast withdrawals with no fees.
n Data feed from two sources, including Xignite, fully monitored and audited.

Affiliate Program
SPECTRE.AI offers a world-class affiliate program with some groundbreaking features.  The affiliate program is driven 
entirely by trading volume transacted on the platform instead of trading losses.  This assures no conflict of interest 
and predictability of earnings for an affiliate (something that is absent from traditional brokerages).

The SPECTRE.AI Affiliate Program rewards affiliates in three ways:

n Base Commissions - 50% of SPECTRE.AI’s fee on every trade executed by the affiliate’s referrals for life.
n 90 Day Challenge - every 90 days, starting the day they join, affiliates can hit certain targets and receive bonuses 

which, when combined with the base commission, bring the potential total earnings to as high as 100% of 
SPECTRE.AI’s fee.

n Milestone Bonuses - As an affiliate’s trading volume grows, they receive additional rewards every step of the 
way.
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Ian Buck
Head of Investor Relations

Email: ir@spectre.ai
Tel: +44 1380 699306

SPECTRE TRADING LIMITED Suite 305, Griffith Corporate Centre,
PO Box 1510, Kingstown, St.Vincent and the Grenadines.

www.spectre.ai
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